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There are NO randomized, controlled trials (RCT) with verified outcomes that show a benefit to healthcare workers or community members for wearing a mask or a respirator. There is no such definitive study. Likewise, no study exists that shows a benefit from a broad policy to wear masks in public (documented below).

Furthermore, if there were any benefit to wearing a mask, because of the blocking power against droplets and aerosol particles, then there should be more benefit from wearing a respirator (N95) compared to a surgical mask. There is not. Neither masks nor respirators protect; cloth coverings are essentially worthless.

It should be noted that the surgical masks are primarily designed to protect the environment from the wearer, whereas the respirators are supposed to protect the wearer from the environment. (Balazy, et al).

Coronavirus are <0.125 microns in size. Masks and respirators filter particles 0.30 to 0.80 microns in size. Masks cannot possibly work. No bias-free study has ever found a benefit from wearing a mask or respirator in this application.

Public Health Experts Keep Changing: Mask vs No Mask

  - Dr. Jenny Harries, England's deputy chief medical officer, has warned that it was not a good idea for the public to use facemasks as the virus can get trapped in the material and causes infection when the wearer breathes in. "For the average member of the public walking down a street, it is not a good idea," Dr. Harries said.

  - at 00:22:39) “We don't generally recommend the wearing to masks in public by otherwise well individuals because it has not been up to now associated with any particular benefit...It does have benefit psychologically, socially and there are social norms around that and we don't criticize the wearing of masks and have not done so but there is no specific evidence to suggest that the wearing of masks by the mass population has any particular benefit. In fact, there's some evidence to suggest the opposite in the misuse of wearing a mask properly or fitting it properly or taking it off and all the other risks that are otherwise associated with that.

  - “You can increase your risk of getting COVID19 by wearing a mask if you are not a health care provider. Folks who don't know how to wear them properly tend to
touch their faces a lot and actually can increase the spread of coronavirus." -Dr. Jerome Adams, US Surgeon General

  - According to the CDC, wearing a surgical mask won’t stop the wearer from inhaling small airborne particles, which can cause infection. Nor do these masks form a snug seal around the face.
  - The CDC recommends surgical masks only for people who *already show symptoms* of coronavirus and must go outside. Wearing a mask can help prevent spreading the virus by protecting others nearby when you cough or sneeze.

- **May 1, 2020:** Illinois issued an order that a mask will be required in public when social distancing isn’t an option.

- **May 27, 2020:** Virginia announced a statewide mask mandate.

- and many more states have followed suit.

### Healthy persons do not spread illness
- **Leung, Nancy., et al. (2020)** “Respiratory virus shedding in exhaled breath and efficacy of face masks.” *Nature Medicine* 26, 676-680. [https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0843-2](https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0843-2)
  - “...Among the samples collected without a face mask, we found that the majority of participants with influenza virus and coronavirus infection did not shed detectable virus in respiratory droplets or aerosols... given that each exhaled breath collection was conducted for 30 min, this might imply that prolonged close contact would be required for transmission to occur, even if transmission was primarily via aerosols..”

  - 455 contacts who were exposed to the asymptomatic COVID-19 virus carrier: 35 patients, 196 family members and 224 hospital staffs. **NONE of the 455 contacts contracted the SARS-CoV-2 infection**

### Mask Mandates as Public Policy is a Disaster
  - **We know that wearing a mask outside health care facilities offers little** if any, protection from infection. Public health authorities define a significant exposure to Covid-19 as face-to-face contact within 6 feet with a patient with symptomatic Covid-19 that is sustained for at least a few minutes (and some say more than 10 minutes or even 30 minutes). **The chance of catching Covid-19 from a passing interaction in a public space is therefore minimal.** In many cases, the desire for widespread masking is a reflexive reaction to anxiety over the pandemic.

- **Brainard, Julii Suzanne, et al.(2020)** “Facemasks and similar barriers to prevent respiratory illness such as COVID-19: A rapid systematic review.” *medRxiv* 2020.04.01.20049528 [https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.01.20049528v1](https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.01.20049528v1)
  - “There were 31 eligible studies (including 12 RCTs). Based on the RCTs we would conclude that wearing facemasks can be very slightly protective against primary infection from casual community contact, and modestly protective against
household infections when both infected and uninfected members wear facemasks. The evidence is not sufficiently strong to support widespread use of facemasks as a protective measure against COVID-19.

  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7306735/
  - Exercising with facemasks may reduce available Oxygen and increase air trapping preventing substantial carbon dioxide exchange. The hypercapnic hypoxia may potentially increase acidic environment, cardiac overload, anaerobic metabolism and renal overload, which may substantially aggravate the underlying pathology of established chronic diseases. Further contrary to the earlier thought, no evidence exists to claim the facemasks during exercise offer additional protection from the droplet transfer of the virus.

  - In our study, 94.8% wore masks of which 83.7% wore disposable surgical masks. However, 13.0% wore them incorrectly: with 35.5% worn ‘inside-out’ or ‘upside-down’; and 42.5% worn too low, exposing the nostrils or mouth. Packaging of different brands of surgical mask sold locally were examined; very few provided instructions on correct usage. [NOTE: IF NOT worn correctly, there are doing nothing and should not be worn at all.]

  o Particle Size: The Key to it All
      - Scientists were at a consensus that the diameter of the 2019-nCoV particles were 0.06 to 0.14 microns in size. Most N95 and N99 face masks can filter out 0.30 microns. **Airborne coronavirus particle (<0.125 micron) will pass directly through a N95 face mask.**
      - The N95 filtering face piece respirators may not provide the expected protection level **against small virions**. As anticipated, the tested surgical masks showed a much higher particle penetration because they are known to be less efficient than the N95 respirators. **Some surgical masks may let a significant fraction of airborne viruses penetrate through their filters**, providing very low protection against aerosolized infectious agents in the size range of 10 to 80 nm.

  o N95 Respirators
      - “The current meta-analysis shows the use of N95 respirators compared to surgical masks is **not associated with a lower risk** of laboratory-confirmed influenza.”
• Among outpatient health care personnel, N95 respirators vs medical masks as worn by participants in this trial resulted in no significant difference in the incidence of laboratory-confirmed influenza.


• Self-reported assessment of clinical outcomes was prone to bias. Evidence of a protective effect of masks or respirators against verified respiratory infection(VRI) was not statistically significant.


• Randomized trials in community settings found possibly no difference between N95 versus surgical masks and probably no difference between surgical versus no mask in risk for influenza or influenza-like illness, but compliance was low. Bothersome symptoms were common.


• As the protection efficacy and possible effects on nasal functions and subjective sensations of wearing N95 respirator/surgical facemask have been well demonstrated, wearing of respirator and facemask altered the fractions of air components and changed microclimate around the nasal cavity, which would further affect the function of mucosa and its transportation rate.


• N95-masked health-care workers (HCW) were significantly more likely to experience headaches. Face mask use in HCW was not demonstrated to provide benefit in terms of cold symptoms or getting colds.


• Although N95 respirators appeared to have a protective advantage over surgical masks in laboratory settings, our meta-analysis showed that there were insufficient data to determine definitively whether N95 respirators are superior to surgical masks in protecting health care workers against transmissible acute respiratory infections in clinical settings.

Surgical Face Masks


• “The questionable benefits arguably do not justify health-care staff wearing surgical masks when treating low-risk patients and may impede the normal
caring relationship between patients, parents and staff. We counsel against such practice, at least at present."

  - N95-masked health-care workers (HCW) were significantly more likely to experience headaches. **Face mask use in HCW was not demonstrated to provide benefit in terms of cold symptoms or getting colds.**

- **Smith, J.D. et al. (2016)** "Effectiveness of N95 respirators versus surgical masks in protecting health care workers from acute respiratory infection: a systematic review and meta-analysis," *CMAJ* Mar 2016 [https://www.cmaj.ca/content/188/8/567](https://www.cmaj.ca/content/188/8/567)
  - "We identified six clinical studies ...we found no significant difference between N95 respirators and surgical masks in associated risk of (a) laboratory-confirmed respiratory infection, (b) influenza-like illness, or (c) reported work-place absenteeism."

  - The N95 filtering face piece respirators may not provide the expected protection level **against small virions.** As anticipated, the tested surgical masks showed a much higher particle penetration because they are known to be less efficient than the N95 respirators. **Some surgical masks may let a significant fraction of airborne viruses penetrate through their filters**, providing very low protection against aerosolized infectious agents in the size range of 10 to 80 nm.

  - **Cloth masks**
    - **MacIntyre, C Raina, et al.** “A cluster randomized trial of cloth masks compared with medical masks in healthcare workers.” *BMJ Open* 2015; 5:e006577. [https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/5/4/e006577.full](https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/5/4/e006577.full)
      - "Cloth masks also had significantly higher rates of influenza-like illness. Penetration of viral particles through a cloth mask was almost 97%”
      - Results obtained show that common fabric materials provide **marginal protection** against nanoparticles including those in the size ranges of virus-containing particles in exhaled breath.
      - “Our results suggest that cloth masks are only marginally beneficial in protecting individuals from particles <2.5 μm (Note: coronaviruses are between .05 and 0.2 microns)
At salon X in Springfield, Missouri, two stylists with COVID-19 symptoms worked closely with 139 clients before receiving diagnoses of COVID-19, and none of their clients developed COVID-19 symptoms. 67 were tested; 67 specimens were positive. Close contacts because ill; apparently everyone recovered uneventfully.

CONCLUSION: 1) Exposure isn't illness and 2) positive tests isn't illness

- **Wearing a mask blocks oxygen**
  - Wearing a mask is hazardous to your health. [YouTube Video](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZqRL1GXu5DE)
    - Thirty-nine patients (mean age, 57.2 yrs) in the study. 70% showed a reduction in partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2), and 19% developed various degrees of hypoxemia. Wearing an N95 mask significantly reduced the PaO2 level, increased the respiratory rate, increased chest discomfort, and respiratory distress. Wearing an N95 mask for 4 hours during HD significantly reduced PaO2 and increased respiratory adverse effects in ESRD patients. [DOES THIS DO THE SAME IN OTHER PATIENTS WITH HEALTH CONDITIONS?]
  - OSHA documents: [OSHA Documents](https://www.osha.gov/laws-reg/standardinterpretations/2007-04-02-0)
    - “People begin to suffer adverse health effects when the oxygen level of their breathing air drops below 19.5 percent oxygen. The rule-making record for the Respiratory Protection Standard clearly justifies adopting the requirement that air breathed by employees must have an oxygen content of at least 19.5 percent.
    - A study on 53 surgeons using a pulse oximeter pre and postoperatively. **Pulse rates increased and SpO2 decrease after the first hour.** Since a very small decrease in saturation at this level, reflects a large decrease in PaO2, our findings may have a clinical value for the health workers and the surgeons. **[NOTE: SpO2 {O2 sat} is the saturation of hemoglobin with oxygen measured with a pulse oximeter. PaO2 is amount of oxygen in the blood, determined by an arterial blood sample. Once the O2 sat falls below 90%, the PaO2 drops quickly into the dangerously hypoxic.]

- **Wearing a mask increases CO2 – leading to cognitive dysfunction**
    - “We propose that cognitive impairment is strongly related to combination of chronic hypoxia and hypercapnia."
o The psychological impact of mask wearing

- **TIME MAGAZINE (2020)** “Public Health Experts Keep Changing Their Guidance on Whether or Not to Wear Face Masks for Coronavirus.”
  https://time.com/5794729/coronavirus-face-masks/
  - Lynn Bufka, a clinical psychologist and senior director for practice, research and policy at the American Psychological Association, suspects that people are clinging to masks for the same reason they knock on wood or avoid walking under ladders. **“Even if experts are saying it’s really not going to make a difference, a little [part of] people’s brains is thinking, well, it’s not going to hurt. Maybe it’ll cut my risk just a little bit, so it’s worth it to wear a mask,” she says. In that sense, wearing a mask is a “superstitious behavior.”**
    https://time.com/5794729/coronavirus-face-masks/

- **Potts, Susan Claire.** "The Cult of the Mask.”
  - When people hide their faces, they feel they belong to something. They can show their solidarity with the whole human race. They can feel good about themselves. They can keep people safe. They can make a difference. The freedom of the open-faced is seen as a threat to their safety and, more significantly, to their sense of commitment to a great cause. Currently, the weapons are psychological—shame, ostracism.

- **Klompas, Michael., et al. (2020)** “Universal Masking in Hospitals in the COVID-19 Era.”
  - One might argue that fear and anxiety are better countered with data and education than with a marginally beneficial mask, particularly in light of the worldwide mask shortage, but it is difficult to get clinicians to hear this message in the heat of the current crisis. **Expanded masking protocols’ greatest contribution may be to reduce the transmission of anxiety,** over and above whatever role they may play in reducing transmission of Covid-19.

o Masks dehumanize us

  - An estimated 60 to 65 percent of interpersonal communication is conveyed via nonverbal behaviors.
  - Masks distort the structure of the face. The lower part of their face is disguised. Identity is concealed. No non-verbal cues or emotion is communicated to a fellow human being can be discerned; all facial communication is hidden under the mask.
Four Key Reasons Why People Choose to Not Wear a Mask


1. Masks offer no protection to the wearer
   a. *Masks are not an effective way of protection from the new coronavirus, only N95 are, and masks have disclaimers saying they cannot prevent someone from acquiring the new coronavirus*

2. Evidence is lacking that masks protect anyone: the wearer or the public
   a. *See the references above*

3. Masks increase the risk of contracting an infection: COVID19 or others
   a. *Masks can become contaminated very quickly, and every time the wearer breathes in, they inhale contaminants*

4. Masks might harm the wearer
   a. *Masks limit oxygen intake and increase carbon dioxide (CO2)*
   b. *Masks are dangerous for people with certain health conditions (COPD, asthma), as they may restrict breathing*
      i. The WHO acknowledge that people living with asthma, chronic respiratory conditions, or breathing problems may experience difficulties when wearing face masks.
      ii. The CDC recommend that anyone who has trouble breathing should not wear a face covering.
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